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Commencing the Decade With
Environmental Reform: The 1980

Kentucky General Assembly
Implements the Resource

Conservation and Recovery Act
of 1976

By HENRY L. STEPHENS, JR.*

INTRODUCTION

Within the recent past an immense transformation has
occurred in the public concern about the environment ....
Now that environmental anxieties have coalesced, they will
be a permanent part of the American awareness, part of the
set of beliefs, values, and goals within which U.S. business
operates.

The new awareness brings a danger of its own, stepping
up the urgency of our situation. Unless we demonstrate,
quite soon, that we can improve our environmental record,
U.S. society will become paralyzed with shame and self-
doubt."

This call to action, issued nearly a decade ago, succinctly
embodied the feelings of impending environmental disaster
which engendered the ecology movement of the early 1970's.
Since the first Earth Day in the spring of 1970, public concern
has been focused on environmental degradation and its toll in
terms of human consequences. 2 Such awareness culminated in

* B.A., Western Kentucky University; J.D., University of Kentucky; Assistant
Professor of Law, Chase College of Law, Northern Kentucky University. Appreciation
is hereby acknowledged to Mark G. Kalpakis, a third-year student at Chase College
of Law, whose research assistance was of great benefit in preparing this paper. Appre-
ciation is also extended to Kathleen Patterson, a third-year student at the University
of Kentucky College of Law for her assistance in obtaining background documenta-
tion from the Commonwealth of Kentucky.

THE ENVIRONMENT, A NATIONAL MISSION FOR THE SEVENTIES 7 (1970).
The "human" consequences of rotting drums of hazardous wastes have been

realized by the residents of the Love Canal near Niagara Falls, N.Y., as evidenced by
initial studies showing chromosome damage as well as blood and liver abnormalities
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public support for federal legislation to remedy a host of envi-
ronmental ills.

Consequently, throughout its sessions during the 1970's,
Congress enacted legislation embodying regulatory schemes
designed to ameliorate, if not eradicate, most known environ-
mental harms.3 Utilizing the plenary power of the Commerce
Clause,4 many of these statutes conceive a broad set of federal
environmentally-protective performance standards applicable
to the states. Those statutes include the proviso that the
states can obtain federal monies and achieve primary respon-
sibility for enforcing the provisions of these statutes by enact-
ing state laws and by promulgating regulations which meet
the mandated minimum federal requirements."

The directives embodied in one such federal environmen-
tally-protective statute, the Resource Conservation and Re-
covery Act of 1976 (RCRA), provided the 1980 Kentucky Gen-
eral Assembly with two choices: either to promulgate state
statutes which mirror the provisions of this federal act and
thereby obtain federal funding or to allow the federal govern-

among some of the area's inhabitants. See generally Courier Journal, May 22, 1980,
§ A, at 1, cols. 4-6.

' The first major attempt to account for environmental concerns at the federal
level was enactment of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, 42 U.S.C.
§§ 4321-4361 (1977), which requires statements of the impacts of "major Federal ac-
tions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment." Id. § 4332 (2)(C).
See also W. RODGERS, HANDBOOK OF ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 1 (1977).

Other significant pollution control measures were embraced in the Federal Envi-
ronmental Pesticide Control Act of 1972, 7 U.S.C. §§ 136-136y (1977 & Supp. H
1979); the Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976, 15 U.S.C. §§ 2601-2629 (1977); the
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977, 30 U.S.C. §§ 1201-1328 (Supp.
II 1979); the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, 33 U.S.C.
§§ 1251-1376 (1977 & Supp. II 1979); the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, 42
U.S.C. §§ 1857-1858a (1977 & recodified in scattered sections at Supp. II 1979); and
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 6901-6987 (1977 & Supp.
II 1979) [hereinafter cited as RCRA].

4 See, e.g., the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, 42 U.S.C. § 1857(a)(1)(1977),
wherein Congress found "that the predominant part of the Nation's population is
located in its rapidly expanding metropolitan and other urban areas, which generally
cross the boundary lines of local jurisdictions and often extend into two or more
states."

' See, e.g., Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, 33 U.S.C.
§ 1342(b) (1977); Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977, 42 U.S.C.
§ 1253 (Supp. II 1979); RCRA, 42 U.S.C. §§ 6941-6949 (1977).
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ment to enforce its own program under RCRA within the
Commonwealth before the end of the year." Wisely, the Gen-
eral Assembly opted for the first choice.

This article will analyze the specific provisions of the bills
enacted by the 1980 Kentucky General Assembly to comply
with RCRA's requirements for state programs and will ex-
amine the extent to which such enactments actually comply
with federally-required standards. Initially, an analysis of the
hazardous waste and solid waste disposal provisions of RCRA
itself will be undertaken. Next, the General Assembly's re-
sponse to such requirements as well as the political climate
which influenced the language of the various bills will be ex-
plored with particular attention given to the Commonwealth's
waste disposal problems, which are in need of stringent regu-
lation. Finally, this article will examine the probability of
Kentucky's statutory and regulatory programs under RCRA
being approved by the Federal Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). '-

I. THE RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY ACT OF 1976

A. Background and Legislative History

Although Congress assumed a regulatory posture respect-
ing the problems of air and water pollution in the early
1970's, 7 the management of solid waste was not affirmatively
regulated by the federal government prior to the enactment of
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976. The

6 RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6930(b) (1977) provides that regulations applicable to the
generation, transportation, treatment, storage or disposal of hazardous waste shall
take effect on the date six months after the date of their promulgation. On February
26, 1980, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) promulgated regulations set-
ting standards for generators and transporters of hazardous waste. See 45 Fed. Reg.
12722-44 (1980) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. §§ 260-263). Regulations which included
permit procedures, guidelines for the approval of state hazardous waste programs and
an additional listing of hazardous wastes appeared in the May 19, 1980 Federal Regis-
ter. 45 Fed. Reg. 33063-285 (1980) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. §§ 261, 264-265). A
listing of additional substances denominated as hazardous wastes was published in
the July 16, 1980 Federal Register. 45 Fed. Reg. 47833 (1980) (to be codified at 40
C.F.R. §§ 261.31-.32).

'-' [Editor's note: As this article was going to press, Kentucky's hazardous waste
program was approved by the EPA on April 1, 1981. See 46 Fed. Reg. 19,819 (1981).]

7 See the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, 33 U.S.C.
§§ 1251-1376 (1977 & Supp. II 1979); Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, 42 U.S.C.
§§ 1857-1858a (1977 & recodified in scattered sections of Supp. II 1979).

1980-81]
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only federal expression of interest in the problem of solid
waste disposal was contained in the decidedly non-regulatory
Solid Waste Disposal Act of 1965, as amended by the Re-
source Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976,1 which pro-
vided federal grants and assistance for the promotion of new
technologies, for the improvement of management systems,
for personnel training, and for state and regional solid waste
planning.9

By the mid-1970's, state management of the solid waste
disposal problem was insufficient, as evidenced by Environ-
mental Protection Agency reports to Congress showing an in-
creasing volume of solid waste requiring disposal coupled with
little real progress toward protecting the environment from
such waste pollution.10 As a result of the environmental con-
trols administered by the Clean Air Act and the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972,11 1976 saw
the federal government spending billions of dollars to remove
pollutants from the air and water, only to dispose of such pol-
lutants on the land in an environmentally unsound manner.12

It thus became painfully obvious that a multifaceted federal
regulatory approach was needed to solve the problems associ-
ated with the estimated three to four billion tons of discarded
material generated each year."s Consequently, the sweeping
regulation of land disposal of discarded materials and haz-
ardous wastes undertaken by RCRA in 1976 was hailed as
eliminating the last remaining loophole in environmental
regulation.

14

8 42 U.S.C. §§ 3251-3259 (1970) (current version in scattered sections of 42

U.S.C. §§ 6901-6987 (1977).
9 Bryson, Solid Waste and Resource Recovery, FED. ENv'rL. L. 1291 (1974).
10 See Kovacs & Klucsik, The New Federal Role in Solid Waste Management:

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, 3 COLUM. J. ENVT'L. L. 205,
216 n.64 (1977).

" Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251-
1376 (1977 & Supp. II 1979); Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, 42 U.S.C. §§ 1857-
1858a (1977 & recodified in scattered sections of Supp. H 1979).

12 H.R. REP. No. 1491, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 4, reprinted in [1976] U.S. CODE

CONG. & AD. NEWS 6238, 6241-42.
13 These figures represent an alarming annual increase in the volume of such

wastes of at least eight percent. Id. at 6239.
14 Id. at 6241. Nevertheless, it is believed that industry grossly underrated the

[Vol. 69
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Of particular concern to Congress was the problem of
achieving better solid waste management practices while at
the same time affirming the need for local control.15 In an ef-
fort to strike a balance between these two, perhaps conflicting,
objectives,' 6 RCRA included a Congressional finding that

[W]hile the collection and disposal of solid wastes
should continue to be primarily the function of State, re-
gional and local agencies, the problems of waste disposal as
set forth above have become a matter national in scope and
in concern and necessitate federal action through financial
and technical assistance and leadership in the development,
demonstration, and application of new and improved meth-
ods and processes to reduce the amount of waste and un-
salvageable materials and to provide for proper and econom-
ical solid waste disposal practices. 17

To that end, Subchapter IV of RCRA, dealing with state
or regional discarded materials plans,18 provides for publica-
tion of guidelines for states electing to implement such plans.
Although implementation of these plans is discretionary with
the states, a state seeking federal financial and technical assis-
tance to develop a discarded materials plan must promulgate
a program that conforms to federal guidelines.19

Similarly, Subchapter III of RCRA,20 while providing for
federal administration of the hazardous waste disposal provi-
sions of the Act through the EPA, nevertheless affords the
states the option of primary regulation of hazardous waste,
contingent upon the enactment of a state program found to be

onerous regulatory consequences of RCRA, since it was enacted with very little fan-
fare under the shadow of the much publicized Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976,
15 U.S.C. §§ 2601-2629 (1977). Program, The Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act of 1976-The Newest Environmental "Sleeper." 33 Bus. LAw. 2555 (1978) (re-
marks by Turner T. Smith, Jr., before the second annual spring meeting of the A.B.A.
Section of Corporation, Banking and Business Law on May 7, 1977).

" See generally H.R. REP. No. 1491, supra note 12, at 6242.
6 Although the need for federal regulation was obvious, Congress was neverthe-

less urged to provide flexibility in RCRA to serve the particularized land disposal
problems of various localities. See, e.g., 122 CONG. REC. 33,818 (1976).

17 42 U.S.C. § 6901(a)(4) (1977).
18 42 U.S.C. §§ 6941-6949 (1977 & Supp. II 1979).
19 H.R. REP. No. 1491, supra note 12, at 6242.
20 42 U.S.C. §§ 6921-6931 (1977 & Supp. II 1979).

1980-81]
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equivalent to the federal program by the EPA administrator.21

Having thus melded the interests of the proponents of
federal regulation over solid waste disposal with those of ad-
vocates of local control, RCRA received the resounding ap-
proval of the House of Representatives by a vote of 367 to 8.22
The Senate gave the bill eleventh-hour approval on Septem-
ber 30, 1976, the day before Congress adjourned.2 3 RCRA be-
came law when signed by President Gerald Ford on October
21, 1976.24

In order to comprehend the direction of solid and hazard-
ous waste legislation enacted by the 1980 Kentucky General
Assembly, an explanatory overview of RCRA followed by a
detailed analysis of its requirements will be instructive.

B. RCRA: An Overview of Regulatory Accomplishments

In regulating the disposal of solid and hazardous wastes,25

RCRA conceives of an attack on all fronts. To centralize the
execution of functions mandated under the Act, RCRA estab-
lished the Office of Solid Waste within the EPA,26 thus plac-
ing the solid and hazardous waste program on par with federal
air and water pollution abatement programs.27

Regarding hazardous waste disposal, the attack mounted
by RCRA is a full-fledged frontal assault. Subchapter III pro-
vides performance standards applicable to generators (produc-
ers) of hazardous waste2" as well as to transporters of hazard-

21 Id. See also H.R. REP. No. 1491, supra note 12, at 6242-43. Notwithstanding
EPA approval of a state program, federal inspections and enforcement are author-
ized. 42 U.S.C. §§ 6927-6929 (1977 & Supp. H 1979).

22 122 CONG. Rac. 32,632-33 (1976).
23 122 CONG. REC. 33,818-19 (1976).
24 12 WEEKLY COMP. op PREs. Doc. 1560 (Oct. 22, 1976).
22 "Hazardous waste" is included within the definition of "solid waste." Compare

RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6903(5) (1977) with RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6903(27) (1977). Further,
the definition of "solid waste" includes solid, liquid, semisolid or contained gaseous
discarded material. Id.

26 42 U.S.C. § 6911 (1977).
" H.R. REP. No. 1491, supra note 12, at 6249. See also, Andersen, The Resource

Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976: Closing the Gap, 1978 Wis. L. REv. 635, 646
n.71, (creation of the Office of Solid Waste gave waste disposal programs an added
"aura of respectability" within EPA).

42 U.S.C. § 6922 (1977 & Supp. II 1979).

[Vol. 69
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ous wastes29 and to facilities for hazardous waste treatment,
storage or disposal.30 As such, hazardous waste is said to be
regulated, in common parlance, "from cradle to grave. '31 The
standards themselves are mandatory and will be enforced by
EPA32 unless a state promulgates a hazardous waste program
which is equivalent to the federal program.33

Concerning non-hazardous solid waste disposal, Sub-
chapter IV reaffirms the primary role of the states and urges,
rather than requires, the development of solid waste plans ac-
cording to the standards of the Act.3 If approved, such a plan
triggers state eligibility for federal financial assistance in the
form of monies for facility planning and expert consultation,
as well as for related legal and planning expenses. 35 While
many of the requirements for plan approval mandated by the
Act are confused and contradictory,"6 one salient theme
prevails: to win approval, state law must provide for the
current upgrading and for the future prohibition of open

29 42 U.S.C. § 6923 (1977 & Supp. H 1979).
30 42 U.S.C. § 6925 (1977 & Supp. H 1979). Collectively, these facilities are called

hazardous waste management (HWM) facilities.
21 This phrase is so widely employed as to appear in the Federal Register. E.g.,

45 Fed. Reg. 12722 (1980).
32 RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6927 (1977 & Supp. II 1979) gives inspection rights to EPA

investigators to insure compliance with mandated performance standards whether or
not a state program has been approved by the EPA administrator.

23 RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6926 (1977 & Supp. II 1979) delineates the guidelines for
approval of a state hazardous waste management program. If a state program has
been approved, the EPA must give 30 days notice to the state prior to taking any
enforcement action for violations of the Act, presumably to afford the state an oppor-
tunity to correct the violation itself. Id. § 6928.

34 RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6941 (1977), provides:
The objectives of this subchapter are to assist in developing and encourag-
ing methods for the disposal of solid waste which are environmentally
sound and which maximize the utilization of valuable resources and to en-
courage resource conservation. Such objectives are to be accomplished
through Federal technical and financial assistance to states or regional au-
thorities for comprehensive planning pursuant to Federal guidelines
designed to foster cooperation among Federal, State, and local governments
and private industry.

Id. (emphasis added). See text accompanying notes 10, 15-17 supra for further dis-
cussion of Congress' concerns in dealing with solid wastes.

25 42 U.S.C. § 6948(a)(2)(A) (1977). Land acquisition and actual construction
costs, however, will not be subsidized with federal funds. Id.

" See Andersen, supra note 27, at 665-71.
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dumps and must establish sanitary landfills meeting EPA
standards .

7

In addition to imposing requirements on the states for
the disposal of solid hazardous and non-hazardous wastes,
RCRA requires the federal government to clean its own house.
To effectuate this objective, Subchapter VI mandates that
federal facilities comply with all federal, state, interstate and
local requirements respecting control and abatement of solid
or hazardous waste in the same manner as any other person
subject to such requirements, including payment of reason-
able service charges.38 The President, however, may exempt
any federal facility from any of these requirements upon find-
ing such an exemption to be in the paramount interest of the
United States.39 Absent an exemption, federal facilities are
subject not only to RCRA, but also to the varying require-
ments of state and local laws including injunctive orders ema-
nating from state courts. 40

Finally, in order to implement RCRA's goal of promoting
the recovery and recycling of solid waste,41 which reduces land
disposal of solid waste, Subchapter VI requires federal agen-
cies, where practicable, to procure items composed of the
highest percentage of recovered materials consistent with
maintaining a satisfactory level of competition.42 Accordingly,
RCRA operates to reduce the consumption of virgin materials
at the federal level, thereby potentially motivating other
levels of government and industry to use greater amounts of
recovered materials.43

In analyzing the following sections detailing RCRA's re-
quirements for disposal of hazardous and solid waste, the

37 See 42 U.S.C. §§ 6943-6945 (1977). RCRA defines "open dump" as "any fa-
cility or site where solid waste is disposed of which is not a sanitary landfill which
meets the criteria promulgated under section 6944 of this title and which is not a
facility for disposal of hazardous waste." Id. § 6945(a). See also id. § 6903(14); 40
C.F.R. § 241.101(m) (1979) ("open dump" definition for EPA regulations).

38 42 U.S.C. § 6961 (Supp. II 1979).
39 Id.
10 Id. See also Kovacs & Klucsik, supra note 10, at 222.
41 42 U.S.C. § 6902(6) (1977).
42 Id. § 6962(c)(1) (Supp. II 1979).

43 H.R. REP. No. 1491, supra note 12, at 6245, 6289-90.

[Vol. 69
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reader should remain cognizant that RCRA vests considerable
flexibility in the EPA. In this new area of regulatory responsi-
bility, such flexibility is significant and unusual when com-
pared with the very detailed and explicit requirements of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendment of 1972 and
other environmental legislation of the early 1970's"4 which
gave EPA very little discretion. Consequently, under RCRA,
the agency will not be able to say, as it could under earlier
legislation: "Don't blame us for what we have to do. It's writ-
ten right into the law and we have no discretion. '45

C. Hazardous Waste Disposal Requirements

1. Standards Applicable to Generators of Waste

In implementing a "cradle to grave" regulatory scheme
governing the disposal of hazardous waste, RCRA logically
launches the regulatory process in Subchapter III by imposing
requirements on generators of hazardous waste. Central to de-
termining the scope of the regulatory effort is the process of
defining what wastes are deemed to be hazardous.46 RCRA re-
quires the EPA administrator to "develop and promulgate cri-
teria for identifying the characteristics of hazardous wastes,
. . . taking into account toxicity, persistence, degradability in
nature, potential for accumulation in tissue, and other related

4 See, e.g., The Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, 33
U.S.C. § 1311 (1977 & Supp. II 1979) (limitations applicable to industrial and munici-
pal discharges within explicit technological parameters).

45 Program, supra note 14, at 2557 (remarks of Roger Strelow). Considerable dis-
cretion is vested in the EPA administrator under RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6921(a) (1977),
wherein he is authorized, after appropriate consultations, to develop criteria for iden-
tifying the characteristics of hazardous waste. Such criteria must merely take into
account toxicity, degradability, potential for accumulation in human tissues and
other related factors. Id. (emphasis added).

4e RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6903(5) (1977) provides that:
The term "hazardous waste" means a solid waste, or combination of

solid wastes, which because of its quantity, concentration, or physical,
chemical, or infectious characteristics may-

(A) cause, or significantly contribute to an increase in mortality or an
increase in serious irreversible, or incapacitating reversible, illness; or

(B) pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human health or
the environment when improperly treated, stored, transported, or disposed
of, or otherwise managed.

1980-81]
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factors such as flammability, corrosiveness, and other hazard-
ous characteristics.""" These guidelines for promulgating cri-
teria to aid in identifying characteristics of hazardous waste
are broad enough to give the EPA administrator considerable
discretion in determining which wastes shall be labeled
hazardous.48

Having developed criteria for determining whether vari-
ous wastes are hazardous or non-hazardous, the EPA adminis-
trator is mandated by the Act to promulgate regulations
which identify characteristics of hazardous wastes and to list
any particular hazardous wastes subject to the regulatory
scheme.4 9 Thereafter, any person generating, 0 transporting or
treating any substance listed as either hazardous or as pos-
sessing characteristics labeled hazardous by the EPA must
provide notification to the EPA (or to the state if the state
has an authorized hazardous waste program) stating "the lo-
cation and general description of such activity and the identi-
fied or listed hazardous wastes handled by such person.''1
This requisite preliminary notification must be made no more
than ninety days after the promulgation of regulations identi-
fying the characteristics of and listing particular hazardous
wastes. 52

RCRA requires that the activities of any person generat-

4- RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6921(a) (1977). This section orders regulations detailing
the criteria for hazardous waste identification to be promulgated not later than 18
months after the date of enactment. Accordingly, such regulations should have been
promulgated on or before April 21, 1978. On January 3, 1979, the EPA was ordered to
issue regulations under this section by December 31, 1979. Illinois v. Costle [1979] LX
ENVIR. L. REP. (ELI) 20,243 (D.D.C. Jan. 3, 1979). On December 18, 1979, this order
was modified to require the EPA to use its best efforts to meet an April 1980 promul-
gation date. Illinois v. Costle, [1979] 10 ENvI. REP. (BNA) 1673. The regulations
were finally promulgated on May 19, 1980. 45 Fed. Reg. 33084 (to be codified in 40
C.F.R. Part 261).

48 See text accompanying notes 44-45 supra for discussion of the discretion
vested in EPA.

49 RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6921(b) (1977). Regulations identifying the characteristics
of hazardous waste were promulgated on May 19, 1980. See note 47 supra for the
various timetables relating to this promulgation.

60 RCRA defines "hazardous waste generation" as "the act or process of produc-
ing hazardous waste." 42 U.S.C. § 6903(6) (1977).

1 Id. § 6930(a) (1977).
52 Id.

[Vol. 69
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ing a hazardous waste that is listed or whose characteristics
have been identified in the regulations be subjected to stan-
dards protective of human health and the environment as
shall be delineated in regulations to be promulgated by the
EPA administrator. 5 All performance standards and permit
requirements imposed by RCRA are applicable six months af-
ter the promulgation date of such regulations."

Record-keeping requirements constitute the primary re-
strictions applicable to generators since RCRA does not con-
template regulation of the generation process itself.55 The
most important of the record-keeping requirements is the
mandate that generators of hazardous waste must use a mani-
fest5" which, similar to the bill of lading, includes the names
of the generator, each transporter, a qualitative and quantita-
tive description of the hazardous waste being shipped, and the
name and address of the facility designated to receive the
waste. 

57

The manifest thus operates as the cornerstone of the
"cradle to grave" regulatory scheme. Prior to transportation,
each generator must comply with the applicable U.S. Depart-
ment of Transportation regulations concerning packaging,
labeling, marking, and placarding of the waste being
shipped.59 Further, each generator must file an annual report
with the EPA,60 keep copies of each manifest for three

13 42 U.S.C. § 6922 (1977 & Supp. H 1979).
"Id. § 6930(b). Thus, the generator and transporter performance standards and

permit requirements for HWM's will become effective on November 19, 1980. See
notes 6 & 47 supra for further discussion of the timetable for promulgation of stan-
dards under the RCRA.

s H.R. REP. No. 1491, supra note 12, at 6264.
42 U.S.C. § 6922(5) (Supp. H 1979). "'Manifest' means the form used for

identifying the quantity, composition, and the origin, routing, and destination of haz-
ardous waste during its transportation from the point of generation to the point of
disposal, treatment, or storage." Id. § 6903(12) (1977).

'T See generally 45 Fed. Reg. 33143 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. §§ 262.20-
.23).

aSee 49 C.F.R. Parts 172-173, 178-179 (1979).
59 45 Fed. Reg. 33143 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. §§ 262.30-.31).
60 45 Fed. Reg. 33144 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. § 262.41). The preamble

to these regulations recites that the EPA will enforce the manifest system even if the
state in which the waste is generated has received interim authorization to conduct a
hazardous waste management program in lieu of a program pursuant to 42 U.S.C.

1980-811
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years,"1 and advise the EPA if a manifest has not been re-
turned to him signed by the owner or operator of the desig-
nated disposal facility within thirty-five days of the time the
waste initially was accepted for transportation.6 2 The record-
keeping requirements provide the EPA administrator with in-
formation on the volume of waste being generated and on its
location. Additionally, transporters will have knowledge of the
content of their cargo and will have a warning as to its charac-
teristics or nature. Similarly, the Hazardous Waste Manage-
ment (HWM) facility receiving the waste for treatment, stor-
age or disposal will be apprised of the characteristics and
constituents of the waste prior to handling it. 63

2. Standards Applicable to Transporters of Hazardous
Waste

The second vital link in "cradle to grave" surveillance of
hazardous waste is established by the requirements imposed
on transporters. The primary obligation imposed upon trans-
porters of hazardous waste under RCRA" is to comply with
the manifest system initiated by the generators of the waste
being transported.6 5 Accordingly, rather than regulating the
routes and manner of transportation, RCRA merely seeks to
prevent the common past practice of unloading hazardous
waste along the roadside or at a nearby landfill.6

The regulations issued by the EPA administrator do not
require the transporter to certify the accuracy of the mani-
fest6 7 but do prohibit accepting hazardous waste unless ac-

§ 6926(c) (Supp. II 1979). 45 Fed. Reg. 33142 (1980). Presumably, this will allow a
nationally uniform manifest system to be underway at the time the various states
obtain final authorization for their programs under RCRA. See text accompanying
notes 96-103 infra for a discussion of federal authorization of state programs under
RCRA.

81 45 Fed. Reg. 33144 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. § 262.40).
62 45 Fed. Reg. 33144 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. § 262.42).
63 H.R. REP. No. 1491, supra note 12, at 6264.

42 U.S.C. § 9623(a)(3) (1977 & Supp. II 1979).
" See text accompanying notes 55-62 supra for a discussion of generators' re-

sponsibilities concerning manifests.
8 H.R. REP. No. 1491, supra note 12, at 6265.

87 See Anderson, supra note 27, at 654. These regulations were issued in revised
form on May 19, 1980. 45 Fed. Reg. 33150 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. Part
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companied by a signed manifest.6 Furthermore, the trans-
porter must ensure that the manifest accompanies the
hazardous waste 9 during transportation and must keep a
signed copy of the manifest for a period of three years from
the date the waste initially was accepted.70 Additionally,
transporters are required to undertake emergency measures in
the event of a discharge of hazardous waste during transporta-
tion, a situation that sometimes requires the transporter to
clean up any hazardous waste discharge that occurs en route.7 1

Finally, RCRA imposes criminal liability on transporters who
knowingly carry hazardous waste to a facility that does not
have a permit or who knowingly make false statements in con-
nection with any document required to be filed or maintained
under the Act. 2

3. Standards Applicable to Waste Treatment and
Disposal Facilities

The third and final link in the regulatory scheme is con-
trol of the ultimate disposal of hazardous waste. In addition to
standards governing the manner in which hazardous waste is
stored or treated,73 RCRA also requires the issuance of per-
mits to each person owning or operating any HWM facility.7 4

Unlike its approach to generators and transporters,7 5 RCRA
seeks to dictate operational methods to be employed in the
ultimate treatment, storage or disposal of hazardous waste.
Additionally, at this juncture the EPA administrator is vested

263).
88 45 Fed. Reg. 33151 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. § 263.20).
89 Id.

70 45 Fed. Reg. 33152 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. § 263.22(a)). While

RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6923(a)(2) (1977), allows transportation of waste only if properly
labeled, the regulations applicable to transporters do not embody this requirement.
Instead, the regulations impose the labeling requirement on generators. See 45 Fed.
Reg. 33143 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. § 262.31).

71 45 Fed. Reg. 33152 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. §§ 263.30-.31). One sin-
cerely doubts the willingness of transporters to clean up hazardous waste discharges
themselves.

72 42 U.S.C. § 6928(d)(1)(3) (Supp. II 1979).
73 Id. § 6924 (1977).
74 Id. § 6925 (1977 & Supp. H 1979).
71 See text accompanying notes 46-72 supra for a discussion of the regulatory

approach of RCRA concerning transporters and generators.
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with the broadest discretion concerning operating methods.78

With regard to operational standards for HWM facilities,
the EPA believes that the process of promulgating regulations
detailing national technical standards for some types of facili-
ties may consume several years." Consequently, the EPA's
current regulations governing facility standards, Phase I, are
deemed to be interim and will become more detailed with the
promulgation of Phase II and Phase HI regulations. 8 The in-
terim operational controls merely speak in general terms to
the use and management of containers, tanks, surface im-
poundments, waste piles, landfills, incinerators and chemical,
physiological and biological treatment.79

Apart from the operational standards, two problems asso-
ciated with hazardous waste disposal were of particular con-
cern to Congress. The first of these concerned the problem of
operator responsibility for monitoring the disposal site, both
when accepting waste and afterward. 0 Pursuant to broad au-
thority granted by RCRA,1 the EPA administrator promul-
gated interim status regulations requiring each owner or oper-
ator of any disposal facility to have a written, EPA-approved
plan which identifies the necessary procedures to close com-
pletely the facility at any point during its intended life and at
the end of its intended life.82 Further, a post-closure plan in-
dicating the activities which will be carried on after the facil-
ity, or a part thereof, has been closed must be approved by
the EPA.8 Such plan must include provisions for ground
water monitoring, maintenance of waste containment systems
and, in certain circumstances, maintenance of any required
surveillance and security systems."

"6 See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 6924(3) (1977) wherein the EPA administrator is directed
to promulgate standards for operating methods, techniques and practices for hazard-
ous waste treatment, storage or disposal "as may be satisfactory [to the EPA
administrator]."

" See 45 Fed. Reg. 33156 (1980).
78 Id.
79 See generally 45 Fed. Reg. 33232-53 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. § 265).
80 H.R. REP. No. 1491, supra note 12, at 6266.
81 42 U.S.C. § 6924(6) (1977).
82 45 Fed. Reg. 33243 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. § 265.112).
83 45 Fed. Reg. 33243 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. § 265.118).
" 45 Fed. Reg. 33243 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. § 265.117).
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The second concern of Congress regarding hazardous
waste disposal facilities concerned the need for HWM opera-
tors to demonstrate financial responsibility sufficient to carry
out their obligations under the Act. RCRA provides authority
to the EPA to promulgate regulations respecting financial re-
sponsibility,85 but the Act falls short of mandating a blanket
performance bond requirement.8 6 Thus, the interim status
regulations require an HWM operator only to maintain and
revise annually an estimate of the costs of closing the facility
and of providing post-closure monitoring and maintenance.87

RCRA, requires owners and operators of HWM facilities
to obtain a permit s and directs the EPA administrator to is-
sue regulations prescribing the content of permit applications.
Those regulations require applications to include estimates of
the composition, quantities and concentration of any hazard-
ous waste as well as the time and manner of disposal.89 The
Act contemplates granting an interim permit"0 to any existing
facility owner or operator who provided preliminary notifica-
tion of his activity within six months after the promulgation
of regulations listing and identifying hazardous waste.91 Any
existing facility owner qualifying for interim status must com-
ply with the interim status standards discussed above.92

An application for a permit for a new HWM facility may
not be filed, however, until after the promulgation of Phase II
regulations delineating design criteria and operation stan-
dards.93 Applications for both existing facility permits and

85 42 U.S.C. § 6924(6) (1977).

86 Id. Section 6924 merely provides that private entities which provide "assur-

ances" of financial responsibility will not be precluded from owning or operating a
disposal facility. Id. See also Andersen, supra note 27, at 657.

81 45 Fed. Reg. 33242-44 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. §§ 265.142, .144).

- 42 U.S.C. § 6925 (1977 & Supp. II 1979).
89 Id.

90 Id. (e).
81 Id. § 6930(a). See also 45 Fed. Reg. 33433 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R.

§ 122.22). This preliminary notification must be provided by November 19, 1980. See
note 6 supra for a discussion of the timetable built into the RCRA.

92 See text accompanying notes 73-87 supra for a discussion of these standards.
"3 45 Fed. Reg. 33433 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. § 122.22). See text ac-

companying note 78 supra for a discussion of the phased implementation of facility
standards.
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new facility permits require a very general description of the
processes to be used in managing the waste delivered to the
facility, a scaled map showing past, present and future areas
of disposal or treatment, the name and telephone numbers of
the owner, and the latitude, longitude and address of the fa-
cility.94 If the standards applicable to any permit are not com-
plied with, RCRA authorizes permit revocation.95

Through its prescription of operational controls and its
stipulation that HWM facilities be operated only by author-
ized permit holders, RCRA thus provides supervision of the
conclusion of the hazardous waste life cycle.

4. Requirements for Authorization of State Programs

Of primary concern to the 1980 Kentucky General As-
sembly was RCRA's approach to approving state hazardous
waste programs. The Act contemplates two phases of state au-
thorization: interim authorization and final authorization.

Interim authorization is permitted where, within ninety
days after the date federal regulations are promulgated pre-
scribing standards for generators, transporters and disposers
of hazardous waste,9 a state submits a program deemed to be
substantially equivalent to the federal program. 7 In such
event, the state can receive authorization to conduct its pro-
gram for a two-year period beginning November 19, 1980.03

Final authorization is contingent upon the EPA adminis-
trator finding, after providing notice and an opportunity for a
public hearing, that (1) the state program is equivalent to the
federal program, (2) the state program is consistent with pro-
grams applicable in other states, and (3) the state program

94 See 45 Fed. Reg. 33434 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. §§ 122.24-.25).
95 42 U.S.C. § 6928(a)(3) (1977). Any permit suspension or revocation order

becomes final if the person(s) named therein does not request a public hearing within
30 days following service of such order. Id. at (b).

" These regulations were promulgated on May 19, 1980. See note 6 supra for a
discussion of the timetable contemplated by the Act for implementation of the
regulations.

97 RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6926(c) (Supp. II 1979).
98 Id. This section provides that authorization begins six months after the date

of promulgation of regulations under §§ 6922 and 6925. Since regulations under these
sections were published on May 19, 1980, the effective date of interim authorization is
November 19, 1980.
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provides for enforcement deemed adequate to ensure compli-
ance with its requirements.9 Accordingly, a substantially
equivalent program will receive interim authorization, but
only a program ruled equivalent to federal requirements and
consistent with other state programs will receive final
authorization.

To be considered equivalent, RCRA makes clear that
state program requirements must be at least as stringent as
federal program requirements. 1°0 However, EPA regulations
expressly allow state adoption of more stringent standards. 01

To be consistent with federal requirements and approved pro-
grams operative in other states, any state applying for ap-
proval must implement an equivalent manifest system, avoid
restricting movement of hazardous waste across state lines
and avoid absolute prohibitions of treatment, storage or dis-
posal of hazardous waste except on grounds related to human
health or environmental protection.102

Once given, any authorization may be withdrawn, after a
public hearing upon a finding that the state is not administer-
ing or enforcing the program as approved and where the state
fails to initiate corrective action within a ninety-day period
following notice of deficiencies from the EPA.103

While these provisions collectively required the 1980
Kentucky General Assembly to enact provisions at least as
stringent as those of RCRA, hazardous waste disposal
problems present within the Commonwealth made adoption
of softer regulations an unpalatable option.

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF A HAZARDOUS WASTE PROGRAM IN
KENTUCKY

A. Practical Background

According to EPA estimates, Kentucky will generate
more than 990,000 tons of hazardous waste in 1980. While

42 U.S.C. § 6926(b) (1977).
o Id. § 6929.

101 45 Fed. Reg. 33457 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. § 123.1(k)(1)).
102 45 Fed. Reg. 33465-66 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. § 123.32).
103 42 U.S.C. § 6926(e) (1977).
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Kentucky ranks twenty-second among states in the amount of
toxic wastes produced, it is surrounded by six of the top
twelve producers: Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Virginia, Tennessee
and Missouri. Collectively, these six states will generate al-
most 17 million tons of toxic wastes in 1980, more than a
quarter of the nation's total.'" Kentucky's location as well as
its predominantly rural character make it a likely dumping
ground for waste generated in neighboring, highly-industrial-
ized states. This fact in large measure spurred the 1980 Ken-
tucky General Assembly to take drastic measures to prohibit
environmentally unsafe disposal practices.

In-state producers, however, provided even stronger mo-
tivation for legislative action. Kentucky's awareness of the
hazardous waste disposal problem was aroused on March 29,
1977, when operators of Louisville's Morris Forman Sewage
Treatment Plant discovered that the plant had been contami-
nated with toxic organic chemicals that totally disabled it.
Over the next ten weeks, while the plant's biological treat-
ment systems were being restored, approximately seven bil-
lion tons of raw sewage were channeled into the Ohio River.
Contamination of the plant subsequently was traced to illegal
discharges from Kentucky Liquid Recycling, Inc., a small
pesticide manufacturer.105

The Morris Forman Sewage Treatment Plant incident
was but a foreshadowing of the macabre discovery in Decem-
ber, 1978, of approximately 17,000 drums, many of them ooz-
ing their toxic contents, on a seven-acre site in Bullitt County.
The press labeled this site "Valley of the Drums."10 8 Because

104 The Courier-Journal, November 25, 1979, § A, at 14, coL 4.
105 [1979] IX ENvn. L. REP. (ELI) 10168. Actions seeking damages were filed by

several municipalities which were forced to undergo extraordinary measures to insure
the safety of drinking water. See City of Evansville v. Kentucky Liquid Recycling,
Inc., 604 F.2d 1008 (7th Cir. 1979), cert. denied sub. nom. Louisville and Jefferson
County Metropolitan Sewer Dist. v. City of Evansville, 100 S.Ct. 689 (1980), - U.S.
-(1980).

'o6 OFFICE OF SOLID WASTE, U.S. ENVMONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, "EVERY-

BODY'S PROBLEM: HAzARIous WASTE" SW-826, at 2 (1980). By November 25, 1979, the
EPA had spent in excess of $300,000 in fees to contractors who grouped the barrels
according to contents, crushed unusable empties, dug a system of trenches to collect
leaking chemicals and installed a carbon filtering system to remove chemicals from a
small creek. An additional $25,000 from state funds was used to pay workers who
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of national press coverage, the "Valley of the Drums" incident
rapidly focused public attention on the need for a comprehen-
sive program to develop environmentally sound methods for
managing, handling and disposing of hazardous waste in
Kentucky.

In an effort to halt the tide of waste disposal disasters,
Governor Julian M. Carroll created the Governor's Commis-
sion on Hazardous Waste Management 0 7 on March 14, 1979,
and charged the Commission with two primary functions.
First, fully cognizant that federal officials would be enforcing
RCRA in Kentucky in 1980 unless a Kentucky program was
approved by the EPA,108 the Governor directed the Commis-
sion to conduct a comprehensive study and review of existing
hazardous waste practices and to devise legislation where nec-
essary to implement a state program. Second, as an immediate
stopgap measure, the Commission was directed to recommend
proposals for interim state hazardous waste regulations to
both the Governor and the Department of Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection (DNREP).10 9

In seeking to draft a program which would be substan-
tially equivalent to the federal program,11 0 the Commission
planned to use the EPA's final regulations, originally due on
December 31, 1979.111 EPA's inability to promulgate final reg-
ulations by that date, however, necessitated Commission reli-
ance on the EPA proposed regulations. 2

Due to a sense of urgency resulting from the discovery of
the Valley of the Drums and the justifiable suspicion that
many more such sites were waiting to be discovered, regula-
tions drafted by the Commission throughout the spring and

monitored the filter system. Courier Journal, supra note 104, cols. 5-6.
107 Exec. Order No. 79-251 of Governor Julian M. Carroll (March 14, 1979).
1o See note 6 supra for a discussion of the timetable contemplated by RCRA.
1O Exec. Order No. 79-251, supra note 107.
110 See text accompanying notes 99-100 supra for a discussion of the origin and

significance of the "substantially equivalent" standard.
" See note 47 supra for a discussion of the timetable concerning this

promulgation.
"1 See Memorandum from Hugh N. Archer, Staff Attorney for Governor's Com-

mission on Hazardous Waste, to Harry Ketter, Special Executive Assistant in charge
of Hazardous and Solid Wastes (December 26, 1979). The proposed federal regula-
tions appear at 43 Fed. Reg. 58946 (1978).
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summer of 1979 were promulgated in emergency form by an
executive order of Governor Carroll on October 17, 1979.113
These regulations were as stringent as the proposed federal
regulations1 1 4 but were no harsher. Indeed, a substantial road-
block faced the proponents of a Kentucky program which
would have surpassed the proposed requirements of federal
law: existing Kentucky law required that state regulations re-
garding hazardous and solid waste be no more stringent than
federal requirements.11 5 As will be discussed herein, the repeal
of this statutory prohibition by the 1980 General Assembly
marked a turning point in Kentucky environmental law and
afforded the Commonwealth an opportunity to be a leader,
rather than a follower, in the area of hazardous waste
management.116

Much to the chagrin of everyone, including newly-inaugu-
rated Governor John Y. Brown, Jr., the long-awaited perma-
nent federal regulations still had not been promulgated on
February 14, 1980, the expiration date of Kentucky's emer-
gency regulations. 117 Consequently, Kentucky was in no better
a position to draft a program that was substantially
equivalent to the federal program than it had been the previ-
ous October. Rather than have the entire hazardous waste
management industry go unregulated by the Commonwealth,

"I Exec. Order No. 79-992 of Governor Julian M. Carroll (October 17, 1979), 6
Ky. Admin. Reg. 247 (December 1, 1979). Being emergency in form, such regulations
were scheduled to expire on February 14, 1980, 120 days from the date of promulga-
tion. 401 KAR 2:100E, 6 Ky. Admin. Reg. 248 (December 1979). See also Ky. REv.
STAT. § 13.085(2) (1980) [hereinafter cited as KRS].

114 Compare 401 KAR 2:100E, 6 Ky. Admin. Reg. 248 (December 1979) with 43
Fed. Reg. 58996 (1978) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. § 250.41).

"I KRS § 224.252 (Supp. 1978). The existence of this statute posed a thorny
problem for the Governor's Commission endeavoring to carry out its charge to draft
interim regulations because the statute could be construed to mean that in the ab-
sence of permanent federal regulation, any regulation promulgated by Kentucky
would be more strict than the not yet finalized federal regulations.

116 See text accompanying notes 121-23 infra for a discussion of the repeal of
KRS § 224.252. See also Courier Journal, January 17, 1980, § A, at 10, cols. 1-5.
Kentucky took an early lead in hazardous waste management by enacting ICS
§ 224.890 (1977) in 1974, two years prior to RCRA; the Kentucky statute requires
permits for collecting, hauling or disposing of hazardous waste.

"I See notes 112-13 supra and accompanying text for a discussion of the federal
timetable in promulgating these regulations.
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Governor Brown issued an executive order directing a second
emergency promulgation of the hazardous waste management
regulations. 118

Because the Governor's Commission on Hazardous Waste
was charged with making recommendations for needed legisla-
tion as well as for interim regulations, the proximity of the
1980 session of the Kentucky General Assembly required the
Commission to undertake both tasks concurrently. The ad-
ministrator of EPA Region IV had determined that without
amendment Chapter 224 of the Kentucky Revised Statutes
(KRS) would be insufficient authority upon which to promul-
gate a state program substantially equivalent to the federal
program."19 Accordingly, rather than advocating wholesale
adoption of a proposed "Hazardous Waste Management Act,"
the Commission deemed amendments to KRS Chapter 224
the more palatable alternative. 20 The ensuing discussion ana-
lyzes the various House and Senate Bills comprising these
amendments.

B. The Needed Legislation

1. Senate Bill 268

To clear the way for pervasive regulation of the hazard-
ous waste management industry in Kentucky, repeal of the
statutory requirement that Kentucky regulation over hazard-
ous waste be no more stringent than federal regulation 121 was
axiomatic. Further, the existence of this statutory ceiling on
the quantum of regulation posed the nagging question of
whether, in the absence of permanent federal regulations,
Kentucky had any authority to promulgate emergency hazard-
ous waste regulations.22 In one simple sentence, Senate Bill

"' Exec. Order No. 80-118 of Governor John Y. Brown, Jr. (Feb. 14, 1980), 6 Ky.
Admin. Reg. 398 (March 1, 1980).

119 See "Overview of the Hazardous Waste Issue In Kentucky: For Preparation

for Initial Statement to the Governor's Hazardous Waste Commission" at 6 (April 18,
1979). (Enclosure 4 of documents submitted to members of the Governor's Commis-
sion on Hazardous Waste Management).

120 See Memorandum supra note 112 at 4.
21 See note 115 and accompanying text supra for a discussion of KRS § 224.252.

1 2 Id. See also Memorandum, supra note 112, at 5-6.
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268123 repealed the statutory prohibition of state regulation
more stringent than federal law and opened the door for a full
panoply of regulatory schemes necessary to regulate hazard-
ous waste management within the Commonwealth, irrespec-
tive of the federal approach.

2. Senate Bill 267

Senate Bill 267 constitutes the backbone of the hazardous
waste legislation enacted by the 1980 General Assembly and
represents the principal effort in obtaining interim program
authorization under RCRA.124

First, the bill repeals Kentucky law considered inconsis-
tent with RCRA. Prior to 1980, the only Kentucky statute
speaking to hazardous waste was KRS section 224.890, which
required permits issued by the DNREP prior to engaging in
the generation, storage, treatment, recycling or disposal of
hazardous waste.1 25 While RCRA provides for the issuance of
permits to HWM facilities, neither generators nor transport-
ers are required to obtain permits.1 1

2 Requiring generators
and transporters of hazardous waste to obtain permits, in ad-
dition to the imposition of ,a burdensome regulatory process
on the administering agency, may have resulted in a program
which would not have been substantially equivalent to the
approach of RCRA. Further, and of greater importance, this
statute did not sufficiently detail financial responsibility and
long-term care requirements, generator standards or other im-
portant statutory policy bases upon which a regulatory pro-
gram substantially equivalent to the federal program could be
designed.1 27 Accordingly, KRS section 244.890 was repealed by
Section 14 of Senate Bill 267, thus wiping the slate clean and
allowing for statutory enactments deemed more consistent

123 Ch. 265, 1980 Ky. Acts 829.
'l See text accompanying notes 97-99 & 119 supra for a discussion of authoriza-

tion of Kentucky's interim program under RCRA.
"5 KRS § 224.890 (Supp. 1978).
126 See text accompanying notes 50-95 supra for the federal approach to permit

requirements, and compare RCRA, 43 U.S.C. §§ 6923-6924 (1977 & Supp. H 1979),
with KRS § 224.890 (Supp. 1978).

7 See generally KRS § 224.890 (1977).
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with RCRA.
Section 1 of Senate Bill 267 embodies the findings and

declarations of the General Assembly regarding hazardous
waste practices, including a statement encouraging perform-
ance by the private sector of hazardous waste management
functions." 8 Making specific references to RCRA,12 9 Section 1
affirms the Commonwealth's policy of encouraging the de-
velopment of HWM facilities that utilize environmentally
sound alternatives to land disposal of hazardous waste.130 In-
terestingly, this policy statement generated much debate in
the hearings before the Senate Subcommittee on Natural Re-
sources and the Environment.18 1 The proponents of the
cheapest method of hazardous waste disposal, landfilling, de-
sired a policy which placed landfilling on par with other "en-
vironmentally sound methods. 13 2

Following the RCRA approach of vesting the EPA admin-
istrator with wide discretion,133 Section 2 of the Bill amends
KRS section 224.033 (24) by authorizing the DNREP to
promulgate rules, regulations, guidelines and standards to im-
plement a comprehensive statewide plan for hazardous waste
management and to assess current techniques within the
Commonwealth for hazardous waste generation and
disposal."M

Section 4 directs the DNREP to promulgate regulations
establishing standards for generators of hazardous waste.3 5

While the term "generator" is not defined in the bill itself,
"generating" is defined as the act or process of producing
waste. The bill, however, contains the significant proviso that

11 Ch. 264, § 1(5), 1980 Ky. Acts 817.
129 Id. § 1(3).
110 Id. § 1(6).
131 Conversation with Roger Blair, Director of the Division of Hazardous Materi-

als and Waste Management, Kentucky Department for Natural Resources and Envi-
ronmental Protection, in Frankfort, Ky. (May 1, 1980).

132 The recent discoveries at the Love Canal render suspect the applicability of
the term "environmentally sound" to traditional landfill disposal techniques. See note
2 supra for a discussion of the Love Canal incident.

133 See text accompanying notes 44-45 & 76 supra for a discussion of the wide
discretion allowed by RCRA.

1- Ch. 264, § 2(24), 1980 Ky. Acts 817.
135 Id. § 4.
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any person who produces hazardous waste in amounts not de-
termined to be harmful to public health or the environment,
as determined by regulations promulgated by DNREP (to be
modeled after RCRA's permanent regulations), is not deemed
to be engaged in the generation of hazardous waste.136

When finally promulgated on May 19, 1980, the perma-
nent federal regulations applicable to generators provided an
exemption from the notification, reporting and record-keeping
requirements for any person generating less than 1,000 kilo-
grams of hazardous waste a month.187 Following the statutory
mandate of section 4 requiring consistency of Senate Bill 267
with RCRA's regulations, Kentucky's final regulations,
promulgated on June 4, 1980, incorporate this federal exemp-
tion by reference. 13 8 While seemingly justified by the EPA, 3'
the exemption nevertheless constitutes one of the principal
complaints raised by environmentalists concerning the
breadth of coverage of the permanent federal regulations.4

While utilizing slightly different language, the section 4
statutory mandate to the DNREP requiring promulgation of
regulations which establish standards applicable to hazardous
waste generators essentially mirrors RCRA's direction to the
EPA administrator concerning the establishment of such stan-
dards.141 Further, Kentucky's permanent regulations promul-
gated pursuant to section 4 are virtually identical to their
counterparts in the federal regulations with respect to record-
keeping and reporting.14 2

Section 4 of Senate Bill 267 duplicates RCRA's require-
ments for generators by: (1) obligating the DNREP to pro-
mulgate regulations specifying the determinative criteria for

138 Id. § 3(12).
137 45 Fed. Reg. 33120 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. § 261.6).
113 401 KAR 2:050(17) (1980).

"'9 The EPA justifies the exemption of these so-called small generators with
figures which demonstrate that while this category of generators comprises 91% of all
hazardous waste generators, collectively these generators produce only 1% of the
annual volume of hazardous waste. See 45 Fed. Reg. 33102-03 (1980).

140 Courier Journal, May 6, 1980, § A, at 1, col. 6.
14 Compare Ch. 264, § 4, 1980 Ky. Acts 817 with RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6922 (1976

& Supp. II 1978).
142 Compare 45 Fed. Reg. 33142-48 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. Part 262,

Subpart D) with 401 KAR 2:070 § 12 (1980).
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categorizing a waste as hazardous and to compile a list of
known hazardous wastes; 143 (2) requiring generators to use
such criteria to determine whether they are generating any
waste deemed hazardous;144 and (3) ordering persons generat-
ing a waste, either meeting the hazardous waste criteria or
identified on the hazardous waste list, to notify the DNREP
within ninety days of the promulgation of regulations under
section 4.145 Accordingly, final regulations having been
promulgated by the DNREP on June 4, 1980, generators of
hazardous waste were required to register with the Depart-
ment on or before September 4, 1980.148

For the sake of simplicity, and to resolve any doubts
about the substantial equivalency of Kentucky's program, sec-
tion 4 incorporates the determinative criteria and hazardous
waste list promulgated by the EPA.147 As Kentucky's record-
keeping and reporting requirements mirror those of RCRA in
its regulations;14 likewise the category of generators subject to
regulation in Kentucky includes the federal categorization.

Section 8 of Senate Bill 267, however, undertakes regula-
tion of generators of high volume/low toxicity waste although
such wastes are excluded from the definition of "hazardous
waste" in the federal regulations.149 Denominated "special
wastes," these by-products include sewage and water treat-
ment facility sludge, cement kiln dust, gas and oil drilling
muds, oil production brines, and, of particular significance in
Kentucky, mining wastes. 150 With the exception of generators
of mining wastes, which section 8 relegates to regulation
under KRS Chapter 350, generators of other designated spe-

143 Ch. 264, § 4(3), 1980 Ky. Acts 817.
144 Id. § 4(2).
145 Id. § 4(3).
16 401 KAR 2:060 § 1(3) (1980).
14 Ch. 264, § 4(3), 1980 Ky. Acts 817. See also notes 47-50 and accompanying

text supra for a discussion of the EPA regulations on criteria for and lists of hazard-
ous wastes. Had Kentucky chosen different criteria or a different list, RCRA could
have preempted Kentucky law on this point. For a thorough discussion of RCRA's
preemptive capabilities, see Andersen, supra note 27.

148 See note 142 supra for a comparison of the RCRA and Kentucky
requirements.

149 45 Fed. Reg. 33120 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. § 261.4).
180 Ch. 264, § 8(1)(a), 1980 Ky. Acts 817.
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cial wastes are subject to the manifesting, record-keeping, and
reporting requirements of section 4.151

Nevertheless, section 8 mandates that regulations imple-
menting such requirements shall recognize the distinct differ-
ences between special wastes and other hazardous and solid
wastes. 152 Facilities disposing of such special wastes are ex-
empt from the operating standards applicable to HWM facili-
ties unless and until a specified site or facility is determined
to pose a probable threat of imminent hazard to public health
or to present a danger of substantial environmental impact.1 3

While the EPA presently has no plans to undertake regulation
of this category of waste,1 ' section 8 requires the DNREP's
regulations to incorporate any federal regulations consistent
with the policies of RCRA that may be forthcoming in the
future.

1 55

Finally, Senate Bill 267 authorizes the Department to re-
quire generators who register with the DNREP and applicants
for disposal facility permits to pay a fee which shall be reason-
ably related to the administrative cost of verifying the data
submitted by the generator or the applicant. 56 Since Ken-
tucky has no hazardous waste analysis laboratory of its own,
the payment of this fee will reimburse the DNREP for costs
incurred in having data analyzed by private laboratories or
laboratories operated by other states. 57

The most onerous regulation conceived by Senate Bill 267
concerns facilities for the treatment, storage or disposal of
hazardous waste. Garnering features from various regulatory
programs operative in other states, the bill subjects HWM fa-
cilities to standards far exceeding those mandated by federal
regulations.158 At the outset, Kentucky regulations imple-

151 Id. § 8(1)(c).
'52 Id. § 8(1)(d).
I Id. § 8(1)(b). For a discussion of standards applicable to hazardous waste dis-

posal facilities see text accompanying notes 158-65 infra.
154 See 45 Fed. Reg. 33087 (1980).
155 Ch. 264, § 8(1)(d), 1980 Ky. Acts 817.
156 Id. § t.
'57 Conversation with Hugh N. Archer, staff attorney for the Governor's Commis-

sion on Hazardous Waste, in Frankfort, Ky. (April 15, 1980).
"I See generally text accompanying notes 73-95 supra for a discussion of the
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menting the permitting and performance standard require-
ments of section 5 of Senate Bill 267 provide that HWM facil-
ities in existence on or before June 4, 1980 may register and
provide generalized information concerning their activities to
the DNREP in lieu of making application for a permit.159 The
regulations, however, authorize the DNREP to require a full
permit application from any existing facility where the infor-
mation disclosed in the registration form demonstrates a
threat of imminent hazard to public health or a danger of sub-
stantial environmental impact.1 0O New HWM facilities cannot
be constructed or operated without first having obtained a
permit.16

The information required in a permit application includes
exhaustive descriptions of operational techniques, topograph-
ical, geological and hydrologic information, as well as contin-
gency plans for emergencies, 12' thus implementing the edict of
section 5 that no permit for an HWM facility be issued unless
the proposed facility can be integrated into the surroundings
in an environmentally compatible manner. 63 The DNREP is
statutorily directed to evaluate the permit application and to
consider the feasibility of locations and treatment methods
besides those proposed by the applicant and to analyze the
anticipated public health, safety, social and economic impacts
on the community where the site will be located; the relation-
ship of the proposal to local planning and existing develop-
ment is to be examined as well.'6

Accordingly, these required evaluations collectively obli-
gate the DNREP to prepare an environmental impact state-
ment prior to issuing a permit for a proposed facility. Addi-
tionally, the permanent regulations allow the Department to
impose a full array of special conditions on the issuance of the
permit to the extent necessary to ensure compliance with law

standards mandated by RCRA.
,", 6 Ky. Admin. Reg. 663 § 1(4) (1980) (to be codified in 401 KAR 2:060).
160 Id. § 1(5).
161 Id. § 2(5).
le 6 Ky. Admin. Reg. 664 § 3 (1980) (to be codified in 401 KAR 2:060).
'C Oh. 264, § 5(1), 1980 Ky. Acts 817.
I4 Id.
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and to ensure an environmentally safe operation.165

Considering the parade of horrors emanating from the
Love Canal,"6 a decision to place a hazardous waste disposal
site in a particular location understandably can generate fear
and controversy among the citizens living in the surrounding
area. Just such a controversy arose among Lewis Countians
over the February, 1980 proposal of Waste Management, Inc.
to locate a chemical waste disposal site near the community of
Tollesboro.

Prior to its amendment in 1980, KRS section 224.855(5)
required the approval of the majority of the members of both
houses of the Kentucky General Assembly and the Governor
prior to the issuance of a permit for the disposal of long-lived
waste.167 Accordingly, Waste Management, Inc. launched the
permit application process hoping to obtain such approval
prior to the end of the 1980 session of the General Assem-
bly.168 In a move spearheaded by state Senator John Berry
and U.S. Representative Carl Perkins, however, more than
one hundred Lewis Countians voiced their vehement objec-
tions to the proposed site to the General Assembly. 6 9 The en-
suing furor culminated in a significant addition to Senate Bill
267 which affords local governments a conditional right to
veto the siting of a proposed landfill within the governing
groups' jurisdictional boundaries. 170

Proposals to amend KRS section 224.855(5) ranged from
affording local governments an absolute veto right 71 to the
creation of a state board governing siting of HWM facilities.7

'e' 6 Ky. Admin. Reg. 665 § 7(2) (1980) (to be codified in 401 KAR 2:060).
16 See note 2 supra for a discussion of the Love Canal incident.
167 KRS § 224.855(5) (Supp. 1978).
16 Conversation with Roger Blair, supra note 131.
166 The Courier-Journal, March 8, 1980, § B, at 1, cols. 1-5.
170 Ch. 264, § 11, 1980 Ky. Acts 817.
1 Conversation with Hugh N. Archer, supra note 157.
172 The recommendation to establish a siting board emanated from the staff of

the Governor's Commission on Hazardous Waste but was rejected by the full Com-
mission. The Courier-Journal, supra note 116, at col. 2. Such a siting board is opera-
tive in Michigan and is comprised in part of residents of the municipality containing
the proposed site. The proposal is reviewed only after a showing that it satisfies all
legal and technical requirements. Further, the siting board utilizes uniform criteria
for assessing the impact of the proposed landfill on traffic, property values and social
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The language that was adopted finally in section 11 of Senate
Bill 267 amends KRS section 224.855 to afford a veto right
with certain caveats to the fiscal court of the county or to the
governing body of an incorporated city of the proposed loca-
tion of the site.173 The veto right applies only to proposed
landfills, not to incinerators, and requires the local governing
body to consider the social and economic impacts of the pro-
posed site, including certain intangibles such as community
perception and psychic costs. If the site is disapproved, the
reasons for disapproval must be clearly and concisely recorded
in the minutes of the meeting; if the procedural requirements
are satisfied, the DNREP is forbidden to issue a permit for
the proposed site.174

Interestingly, section 4 of House Bill 703 encourages local
governments to approve location of hazardous waste disposal
facilities, both landfills and incinerators, by allowing county
fiscal courts to impose a license fee of up to two percent of the
gross receipts of such facility, provided that the treatment,
storage or disposal activities of the facility are not incidental
to a manufacturing operation also occupying the disposal
site.

17 5

Concerning RCRA's requirement that proposed facility
operators demonstrate financial responsibility, the General
Assembly imposed obligations clearly surpassing those of
RCRA. 17 6 Although RCRA stops short of requiring from appli-
cants a blanket performance bond for an HWM facility, 77

Senate Bill 267 imposes bonding requirements in the form of
a closure fund as well as a post-closure monitoring and main-
tenance fund.17 8

and economic conditions. See generally MCH. Comp. LAws ANN. § 299.517 (Supp.
1980).

173 Ch. 264, § 11, 1980 Ky. Acts 817.
174 Id.
175 Ch. 197, § 4, 1980 Ky. Acts 605.
1 See text accompanying notes 85-87 supra for a discussion of the financial

obligations imposed by RCRA.
177 Id.
178 Ch. 264, § 5(3), 1980 Ky. Acts 817. "Closure" is defined as the time at which a

waste treatment, storage or disposal facility permanently ceases to accept additional
waste and includes those actions taken by the owner or operator of the facility to
prepare the site for post-closure monitoring and maintenance or to make it suitable
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Provisions establishing the closure fund require that prior
to the issuance of a permit the applicant must make an esti-
mate of the cost of closure.179 Thereafter, he must deposit
cash, irrevocable letters of credit, or other sureties satisfactory
to the Department in an interest bearing account in an
amount equal to the applicant's cost estimate or to the esti-
mate as revised by the DNREP. Financial institutions ap-
proved by the Department act as escrow agents and are obli-
gated to disburse funds upon receiving an administrative
order of forfeiture issued pursuant to a hearing determining
the existence of one or more closure violations. Upon compli-
ance with the closure operating standards, the permit holder
may apply to the DNREP for release of the principal and in-
terest held in the closure fund, whereby the funds shall be
returned if the Department determines that closure has been
satisfactorily accomplished. 180

A similar fund ensures proper post-closure monitoring
and maintenance. An estimate of the cost of providing such
maintenance for a minimum of twenty years after the facility
is closed must be submitted and approved by the DNREP.
Subsequently, an applicant must deposit annually a portion of
this estimate prorated over the pre-closure operating life of
the facility or over twenty years, whichever is shorter. Such
deposits are made to an interest bearing escrow account man-
aged by an approved financial institution. As with the closure
fund, the escrow agent of the post-closure monitoring and
maintenance fund is obligated to disburse monies to the
DNREP upon receipt of a forfeiture order issued after a hear-
ing indicating one or more post-closure monitoring and main-
tenance violations. One year after closure and annually there-
after, the permit holder who has complied with all post-
closure monitoring and maintenance requirements may apply
to the DNREP for reimbursement in an amount equal to the

for other uses. Id. § 3(5). "Post-closure monitoring and maintenance" means the rou-
tine care, maintenance and monitoring of a solid waste or hazardous waste treatment,
storage or disposal facility following closure of the facility. Id. § 3(14).

'79 An estimate of closure costs is all that is mandated by RCRA's permanent
regulations. See text accompanying notes 85-87 supra for a discussion of the financial
responsibilities involved in closure under RCRA.

180 Ch. 264, § 5(3)(a), 1980 Ky. Acts 817.
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costs incurred in providing monitoring and maintenance dur-
ing the past year, plus interest accumulated on the portion of
the fund attributable to such year. The DNREP will evaluate
the submitted list of costs and will authorize reimbursement
of funds if the costs were incurred in accordance with the op-
eration plan approved by the Department.181

Additionally, applications for a permit must be accompa-
nied by evidence satisfactory to the Department of financial
responsibility in an amount and for a duration sufficient to
ensure the applicant's ability to satisfy personal injury or
property damage claims resulting from the escape of hazard-
ous substances. While this requirement can be satisfied by
evidence of self-insurance, financial responsibility must be
maintained during the entire operating life of the facility as
well as during closure and post-closure monitoring and main-
tenance until such time as the owner's responsibility for the
facility shall have been terminated. 8 2

Upon successful completion of post-closure monitoring
and maintenance functions, the operator's financial responsi-
bility is absolved and "termination" occurs.183 While regula-
tions regarding termination are not yet promulgated, termina-
tion can occur no sooner than twenty years following
closure.1" The termination hearing provisions of the Ken-
tucky statute are modeled after a hearing procedure planned
for implementation in Wisconsin 8" and provide for termina-
tion only after the operator demonstrates, by clear and con-
vincing evidence, that additional post-closure monitoring and
maintenance are not necessary for adequate protection of
public health or the environment. Following the termination
hearing, the DNREP may order termination or alternatively
may require additional post-closure monitoring and mainte-
nance or any other appropriate remedial measure, including
the imposition of restrictive covenants on the future use of

"' Id. § 5(3)(b).
Id. § 5(3)(c).

. "Termination" is defined as the final actions taken by the DNREP after

closure and post-closure monitoring and maintenance of an HWM facility cease. Id.
§ 3(21).

1,4 Id. § 5(4).
I" Conversation with Hugh Archer, supra note 157.
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the property. 188 Thus, operator responsibility is not relieved
easily or as a matter of right after the expiration of the mini-
mum twenty year post-closure monitoring and maintenance
period.

Senate Bill 267 also exceeds RCRA in the area of criminal
penalties for violations. RCRA requires that an approved
state program provide for criminal fines of up to $10,000 and
imprisonment for at least six months for each day during
which a knowing violation of the transportation, disposal or
record-keeping requirements continues.187 Section 13 of Sen-
ate Bill 267 emphasizes that hazardous waste regulation is se-
rious business. Under Senate Bill 267, a knowing violation of
the transportation, disposal or generation requirements of the
Kentucky Revised Statutes or their regulations or a false
statement knowingly made on a required form is punishable
as a Class D felony with a maximum fine of $25,000 for each
day of violation, with imprisonment for a term of one to five
years, or both.188 Considering the havoc wreaked upon the
Commonwealth by knowing violations in prior years,189 exact-
ing such a penalty for a deliberate violation appears to be
both an appropriate and necessary concomitant to an effective
enforcement scheme.

Civil penalties are levied for violations which are not
committed knowingly and which do not endanger the health
or welfare of citizens or the welfare of natural resources.190

Further, a penalty is assessed only after the violator fails to
comply with a notice to correct a violation within thirty days
after the notice is issued.1 91 In such event, the violator may be
subject to an injunction prohibiting the continuance of the vi-
olation, as well as to a civil penalty not to exceed $25,000 for

'8 Ch. 264, § 5(4), 1980 Ky. Acts 817.
187 45 Fed. Reg. 33462 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. § 123.9(3)(i)(B)).
1- Ch. 264, § 13(6), 1980 Ky. Acts 817.
189 See text accompanying notes 105-08 supra for a discussion of hazardous

waste contamination in Kentucky.
190 See text accompanying note 188 supra for a discussion of the criminal penal-

ties under the statute. KRS § 224.071 provides authority to the DNREP Secretary to
issue an ex parte order to abate and alleviate a condition deemed hazardous to the
health of citizens or to the environment.

1 Ch. 264, § 13(5), 1980 Ky. Acts. 817.
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each day that the violation occurs after the thirty-day grace
period. 192 The provision allowing a thirty-day abatement pe-
riod without penalty was included at the urging of industry9 '

and is consistent with RCRA's approach of allowing those
states with EPA interim authorization approval to have thirty
days to correct a violation before an enforcement action will
be instituted by the EPA.1 '

The obligation of transporters to comply with the mani-
fest system and other record-keeping and reporting require-
ments is addressed very generally in Senate Bill 267. Section
10 provides that the DNREP is obliged to promulgate regula-
tions establishing such standards.19 5 In order to regulate fully
the transportation phase of hazardous waste disposal, section
10 envisions cooperative efforts among the Departments of
Transportation, Justice, and Natural Resources and Environ-
mental Protection in implementing and enforcing transporta-
tion controls over hazardous wastes. To define fully the scope
and details of this cooperative effort, section 10 requires a for-
mal agreement acceptable to all Departments.196

To ensure transporter compliance with the manifest sys-
tem, the permanent regulations implementing Senate Bill 267
require a generator to inquire into the location of any hazard-
ous waste shipment if the owner or operator of the facility
designated by the manifest to accept the waste has not re-
turned a signed copy of such document to the generator
within thirty-five days of the time the waste was accepted for
transportation. 197 After inquiry, the generator must file an ex-
ception report with the DNREP if a signed copy of the mani-
fest is not returned to him within forty-five days of the date
the waste was shipped. 98

While Senate Bill 333 speaks tangentially to transporters
by prohibiting transportation to any site which has not ob-

192 Id.
113 Conversation with Roger Blair, supra note 131.
194 42 U.S.C. § 6928(a) (1976).
181 Ch. 264, § 10, 1980 Ky. Acts 817.
'"Id.
". 401 KAR 2:070 § 12(7) (1980).
19 Id. § 12(8).
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tained a disposal permit from the DNREP,199 and Senate Bill
267 contains the provisions discussed above, the bulk of au-
thority to impose regulatory requirements upon transporters
is contained in House Bill 863.

3. House Bill 863

To supplement and implement the general authority to
regulate transporters embodied in Senate Bill 267, House Bill
863 exhaustively controls the transportation of hazardous
materials, °0 including hazardous waste, and vests regulatory
jurisdiction in the Department of Transportation. Effective
January 1, 1981, intrastate or interstate transporters of haz-
ardous waste materials must obtain a permit from the Depart-
ment of Transportation.2 0 1 Further, in the event of an acci-
dent while transporting hazardous materials, the operator of
the vehicle must notify the state police within one hour and
must provide copies of shipping orders to state and local
emergency response authorities;20 2 importantly, the driver
must carry in the vehicle transporting hazardous material a
copy of the manifest describing such material.0 3 Finally, any
vehicle used for transporting hazardous material must have
personal injury and property damage liability insurance in the
sum of one million dollars for each person and each
occurrence.

204

To ensure compliance with these requirements, field in-
vestigations, including passive and active surveillance, are to
be conducted by the Department of Transportation if a re-
quest is made by the Secretary or General Counsel of the

199 Ch. 284, § 3(1), 1980 Ky. Acts 920.
200 "Hazardous materials," as defined in Ch. 384, § 2(3), 1980 Ky. Acts 1209,

means a substance designated hazardous by the federal Hazardous Materials Trans-
portation Act, 49 U.S.C. §§ 1801-1812 (1976), and the regulations issued pursuant
thereto. Generally speaking, hazardous materials have value as components of the
manufacturing process while hazardous wastes are by-products of such processes.

201 Ch. 384, § 4(1)-(2), 1980 Ky. Acts 1209. For interstate shipments, this permit
requirement is mandated unless such requirement is found to be inconsistent with
the federal Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C. §§ 1801-1812 (1976).

202 Ch. 384, § 5(2)(a)-(b), 1980 Ky. Acts 1209.
2093 Id. § 5(3).
2o Id. § 8(6).
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DNREP.20 5 While the DNREP has primary responsibility for
initiating legal proceedings, Department of Transportation
personnel are required to provide evidentiary and testimonial
support where necessary.208

The provisions of House Bill 863 now subject haulers of
hazardous materials and hazardous wastes to rigid scrutiny by
Kentucky enforcement personnel. Thus, despite the virtual
dearth of federal enforcement within the Commonwealth, °7

the longstanding and wide enforcement gap in transportation
of hazardous materials and hazardous wastes in the Common-
wealth has now been filled.

4. Senate Bill 266

Besides providing the housekeeping measures necessary
to implement the legislation previously analyzed, Senate Bill
266 also surpasses the minimum requirements mandated by
RCRA by providing economic incentives to reduce transporta-
tion of hazardous wastes and to implement the statutory pref-
erence for disposal of hazardous wastes by means other than
landfiing.

20 8
Senate Bill 266 authorizes the imposition of assessments

on the generators of hazardous wastes to achieve the dual
goals of financing the state hazardous waste management pro-
gram while simultaneously reducing the amount of waste gen-
erated.20 9 The assessment applies to every generator of haz-
ardous waste except those generating special wastes and those
retailers who generate waste oil.210 Anticipating greater fed-
eral regulation over generators, the bill provides that if a fed-
eral law is enacted which imposes a similar fee, the amount
owed to the Commonwealth shall be reduced by any sums

:o" Id. § 3(3)(b).
0' Id. § 3(3)(d).

" To date, the federal Department of Transportation provides Kentucky with
only two inspectors to enforce the provisions of 49 C.F.R. §§ 171-179 (1978) promul-
gated pursuant to the federal Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C.
§§ 1801-1812 (1976). Conversation with Hugh Archer, supra note 157.

'" See text accompanying notes 128-32 supra for a discussion of the Common-
wealth's position on land disposal of hazardous wastes.

:09 Ch. 263, § 1(1), 1980 Ky. Acts 813.
10 Id. § 1(6).
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paid pursuant to such federal statute, provided that the fed-
eral law authorizes return of such funds to the Common-
wealth. 11 The bill prescribes the precise rate of the off-site
disposal fee and provides incentives to avoid the transporta-
tion of hazardous waste by reducing the assessment by one-
half if the waste is landfilled on-site. Further, to discourage
landfilUing and to encourage other methods of hazardous waste
disposal, on-site disposal facilities treating hazardous waste by
means other than landfilling are exempt from the generation
fee altogether.212

Kentucky alone assesses fees against generators of haz-
ardous waste, but other states assess fees against disposal fa-
cilities.213 Kentucky, however, also assesses disposal facilities
fees. To allow start-up time for the operation of permitted
hazardous waste disposal facilities and to allow Kentucky fa-
cility owners to charge back the fee against out-of-state gener-
ators who dispose of hazardous wastes within the Common-
wealth, the fee assessment against hazardous waste disposal
facilities shall commence July 1, 1984; the assessed fee will be
based on the volume of hazardous wastes treated and dis-
posed of at the facility.214

The fees paid by generators and, after July 1, 1984, by
disposal facilities, are deposited in a fund within the state
treasury denominated the Hazardous Waste Management
Fund.215 The purposes for which monies from the fund can be
expended are threefold: (1) to provide allotments to allow the
DNREP to respond effectively to environmental emergencies
created by the release of hazardous substances, (2) to fund the
DNREP's statutory responsibility to provide perpetual post-
closure monitoring and maintenance upon the termination of
such responsibilities by operators, and (3) to finance efforts

211 Id.

"I Id. § 7. This approach was modeled in part after the fee system applicable to

water pollution dischargers in Vermont, wherein the fee varies with the amount of
environmental damage caused by the pollutants being discharged. Conversation with
Hugh Archer, supra note 157. See VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 10, § 1265(e) (1973 & Supp.
1979).

213 See, e.g., MICH. CohiP. LAWS ANN. § 299-542 (Supp. 1980).
214 Ch. 263, § 1(6), 1980 Ky. Acts 813.
215 Id. § 1(12).
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undertaken by the DNREP in making abandoned hazardous
waste sites environmentally safe.2 16 In all events, the DNREP
is directed to first use any federal monies available except
when immediate measures are necessary to protect public
health or the environment. 17 If funds are used pursuant to an
environmental emergency, the DNREP is required to recover
its actual and necessary expenditures from any responsible
party2W 1 or to pursue reimbursement of the fund by any avail-
able federal monies.21' The generation fee and the creation of
the Hazardous Waste Management Fund provide some modi-
cum of assurance that disasters of the Love Canal type will
not occur in the Commonwealth.

The principal housekeeping effort undertaken by Senate
Bill 266 identifies the DNREP as the lead agency for coordi-
nating state efforts to handle emergencies created by spills of
hazardous substances.220 As lead agency, the DNREP is di-
rected to promulgate regulations designating the hazardous
substances subject to prospective emergency spill response ef-
forts by state agencies.2 21 The monies necessary to fund the
emergency spill response effort are derived from the Hazard-
ous Waste Management Fund;22 2 to reimburse the fund, the
DNREP is afforded a right of action to recover actual costs
against any persons deemed liable for the creation of the
emergency.223 By vesting the DNREP with the authority to
coordinate emergency spill response efforts, the General As-
sembly has recognized that proper disposal of hazardous sub-

... Id. § 1(3)(a)-(c). Since monies from the fund may be spent only for desig-
nated purposes and are thus not to be included within general fund reserves, no fees
are collected after the balance exceeds six million dollars until the balance falls below
three million dollars. Id. § 1(12).

217 Id. § 1(13). An emergency presumably would prevent the DNREP from tak-
ing the time necessary to pursue a request for federal funds.

216 Id. § 1(4).
21, Id. § 1(13).
120 Id. § 2(5).
" Id. § 2(2). As defined in Section 2, the term "hazardous substance" includes

both hazardous wastes and hazardous materials as well as any substance which poses
a risk of death or serious illness. Id. § 1(12).

M' See text accompanying note 216 supra for a list of the permissible expendi-
tures from the Hazardous Waste Management Fund.

22 Ch. 263, § 1(12), 1980 Ky. Acts 813.
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stances accidentally released should prevail over any other re-
lated government efforts such as restoration of traffic flow or
resumption of public utility service.

C. The Outlook for EPA's Approval of Kentucky's Program

On July 22, 1980, the DNREP submitted to the EPA its
draft application for interim authorization approval of its haz-
ardous waste program.224 According to the statutory timetable
and the Department's current schedule, the final application
was submitted to EPA Region IV on September 19, 1980.225
Preliminary discussions between DNREP and officials of EPA
Region IV indicate the EPA's tentative concurrence with the
Department's position that the statutes and regulations here-
tofore described are sufficient to justify awarding interim au-
thorization approval to Kentucky's program.22"

Nevertheless, Kentucky's unwillingness to abide by the
EPA's nonregulatory directives concerning the rights of citi-
zens to intervene in administrative processes may be an issue
during negotiations concerning interim authorization ap-
proval. The EPA's permanent regulatory requirements for in-
terim authorization of state hazardous waste programs require
citizen input in the state's enforcement process by one of two
methods: (1) either the state must provide for intervention as
a matter of right in any civil or administrative enforcement
action by any citizen having an interest which is or may be
adversely affected, or (2) the state must (a) provide assur-
ances that it will investigate and provide written responses to
any citizen complaints, (b) not oppose intervention by any cit-

224 The DNREP submitted its draft application to EPA Region IV on July 22,

1980 under cover of letter dated July 18, 1980. Conversation with Roger Blair, Direc-
tor of the Division of Hazardous Materials and Waste Management, Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, in Frankfort, Ky. (September 5,
1980).

226 42 U.S.C. § 6926(c) (Supp. H 1979); Conversation with Roger Blair, Director
of the Division of Hazardous Materials and Waste Management, Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, in Frankfort, Ky. (October 23,
1980).

"' Conversation with Karen Cummings, Executive Assistant to the Director,
Division of Hazardous Materials and Waste Management, Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection, in Frankfort, Ky. (July 15, 1980).
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izen where permissive intervention is authorized by statute,
rule or regulation, and (c) publish proposed settlements of en-
forcement action for thirty days in order to allow public com-
ment prior to final approval.2 While the language of this re-
quirement clearly seems to allow the states to opt for either
method of allowing citizen intervention, preliminary discus-
sions seem to indicate the EPA's decided preference, albeit
informally, for a state program which allows both methods of
citizen intervention. 228 Although Kentucky law presently al-
lows citizen intervention in the administrative process,22 9 such
intervention requires the citizen to demonstrate standing by
showing that he has an interest which is or may be adversely
affected. 5 0

Accordingly, Kentucky law presently satisfies the first
alternative method for providing citizen intervention. Ken-
tucky, however, has neither statutes nor regulations prohibit-
ing the DNREP from opposing intervention by any citizen
where permissive intervention is authorized by a statute, rule
or regulation. While it is the DNREP's position not to oppose
any non-frivolous petition to intervene filed by an interested
party, the Department has asserted that it has a legal right
and duty to oppose any intervention undertaken by a petition
deemed frivolous.23 1 Further, the DNREP has firmly resisted
publishing proposed settlements of state enforcement actions
and allowing public comment thereon, adhering to the belief
that only persons who would be adversely affected by the
settlement have constitutional and statutory standing to
comment.

23 2

227 45 Fed. Reg. 33482 (1980) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. § 123.128(f)(2)).
228 Conversation with Karen Cummings, supra note 226.
229 KRS § 224.081(2) (1977 & Supp. 1978) provides the opportunity to petition

for intervention to any party who has not been previously heard in connection with
the issuance or modification of any order issued by the Department.

0SO The standing requirement initially was espoused in Sierra Club v. Morton,
405 U.S. 727 (1972). See also S.O.S., Inc. v. Fiscal Court, 446 S.W.2d 565 (Ky. 1969);
Lexington Retail Beverage Dealers Ass'n v. Alcoholic Beverage Control Bd., 303
S.W.2d 268 (Ky. 1957).

221 General Counsel's Statement for Interim Authorization Phase I, Department
for Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, at 37 (July 16, 1980).

22 Id. See S.O.S., Inc. v. Fiscal Court, 446 S.W.2d 565 (Ky. 1969); Lexington
Retail Beverage Dealers Ass'n v. Alcoholic Beverage Control Bd., 303 S.W.2d 268
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Because the express language of the permanent federal
regulations clearly does not require states to allow both modes
of citizen participation in order to obtain interim authoriza-
tion approval, the EPA seems hard pressed to exact such a
requirement of a state that satisfies one method or the other.
Accordingly, the EPA's informal preference for the fullest
possible citizen involvement, notwithstanding regulations to
the contrary, cannot realistically pose an obstacle to approval
of Kentucky's program, which includes a plethora of regula-
tory requirements surpassing those of other states as well as
RCRA itself.

IIl. STATE AND REGIONAL SOLID WASTE PLANS UNDER

SUBCHAPTER

IV OF RCRA: KENTUCKY'S RESPONSE

While the disposal of wastes labeled hazardous received
the most attention from the 1980 General Assembly, the legis-
lature also implemented the provisions of Subchapter IV of
RCRA, which allows federal funding for approved state and
regional solid waste plans. Such funding is permitted although
such plans are not mandatory under Subchapter IV; nor does
the Subchapter undertake federal regulation in the absence of
a state plan.233

RCRA contemplates that state or regional solid waste
plans are to be developed according to guidelines promulgated
by the EPA.234 The requirements for EPA plan approval pro-
vide that the principal planning effort undertaken by the
states must be one to upgrade existing open dumps, coupled
with the prohibition of new open dumps within the state.2 35 It

should be noted that Subchapter IV expressly prohibits open
dumps except those existing pursuant to an approved state
plan regulating the upgrading of such dumps according to an

(Ky. 1959); KRS § 224.081 (2) (1977 & Supp. 1978).
2S3 See text accompanying notes 34-37 supra for a discussion of the relevant por-

tions of the RCRA.
23- 42 U.S.C. § 6942 (1977). Such guidelines appear at 44 Fed. Reg. 45066 (1979)

(to be codified in 40 C.F.R. Part 256).
235 42 U.S.C. § 6943 (1977).
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established timetable." ' Consequently, Kentucky's choice to
enact legislative authority for a state solid waste plan was of
principal benefit to existing open dump operators.

In seeking to afford DNREP the authority to promulgate
a state solid waste plan, the General Assembly deemed that
amendments to KRS Chapter 109 were not feasible for a vari-
ety of reasons. Primary was the fact that Chapter 109, while
requiring cities and counties to promulgate solid waste plans,
is unclear regarding the criteria for plan approval or disap-
proval by the DNREP.37 Additionally, Chapter 109 vests the
primary responsibility for adequate disposal of solid wastes in
cities and counties;2 8 while this may be a sound approach
with respect to non-hazardous solid waste, the feeling was
widespread among members of the General Assembly that
cities and counties should not be vested with the primary re-
sponsibility for disposal of hazardous waste,23 9 which RCRA
includes within the broad definition of solid waste.240 Thus,
while not repealed, KRS Chapter 109 was substantially re-
placed by the provisions of Senate Bill 333. Anticipating a
need to resolve inconsistencies between the existing and new
legislation, House Concurrent Resolution 81 requests the In-
terim Joint Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources
to conduct a review of waste statutes of the Commonwealth
during the 1980-81 interim and to submit its recommenda-

236 Id. § 6945(c).
237 KRS § 109.022(2) (Supp. 1980). Although KRS § 109.022(5) (Supp. 1980) as-

sumes DNREP approval of such plans, the statute contains no criteria for approval or
disapproval. See generally KRS Chapter 109.

"' KRS § 109.011(6) (Supp. 1980). The confusion created by KRS Chapter 109
was demonstrated in litigation presently pending before the Kentucky Court of Ap-
peals on the issue of a city's right to veto the siting of a proposed landfill ordered by
the county fiscal court. See City of Elizabethtown v. Hardin County Fiscal Court,
Hardin Cir. Ct. No. 79-CI-385 (1979), appeal docketed, No. 79-CA-194B-MR (Ky. Ct.
App. Dec. 12, 1979).

23I Conversation with Roger Blair, supra note 131.
240 See note 25 supra for a discussion of the types of wastes included in the defi-

nition of "solid waste." Further vesting of the authority to control hazardous wastes
in local governments may have caused the EPA to question whether Kentucky's in-
terim authorization program under Subchapter III of RCRA was substantially
equivalent to the federal program. See text accompanying notes 96-103 supra for a
discussion of the RCRA requirements for authorization of state programs.
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tions to the 1982 General Assembly.24'
To provide definitions consistent with RCRA while simul-

taneously providing for local government control over solid
waste and state control over hazardous waste, Senate Bill 333
defines "hazardous waste" and "solid waste" without refer-
ence to each other. Hazardous waste is defined as discarded
material which may contribute significantly to an increase in
mortality or serious irreversible or incapacitating illness or
which may otherwise pose a potential hazard to human health
or to the environment when improperly managed. 42 Solid
waste, as defined, includes virtually every type of rubbish, re-
fuse or other discarded material in either solid, liquid or gase-
ous form, except coal mine wastes and discharges permitted
under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act.243

By utilizing RCRA's definition of open dump,244 section 3
of Senate Bill 333 prohibits open dumps except those oper-
ated under a DNREP approved timetable for converting such
dump into a sanitary landfill within five years.245 Enforcement
controls are exerted by prohibiting the disposal of waste
through the use of any facility other than one which has re-
ceived a waste disposal permit issued by the DNREP or the
transportation of waste to any facility not possessing a
permit.

246

Since 1974, Kentucky has prohibited the construction or
operation of a solid waste disposal facility in the absence of a
DNREP-issued permit,247 thus predating the permit require-
ments of RCRA and the guidelines promulgated thereun-
der.2 48 However, 1980 saw the General Assembly strengthen
the requirements necessary to obtain a permit, particularly in

241 Ch. 398, 1980 Ky. Acts 1313.
242 Ch. 284, § 1(24)(a), 1980 Ky. Acts 920.
243 Id. § 1(24)(b).
244 See note 37 supra for the definition of "open dump."
245 Ch. 284, § 3(2), 1980 Ky. Acts 920.
248 Id. § 3(1).
247 KRS § 224.880 (1977).
248 42 U.S.C. § 6942 (1977). The guidelines issued pursuant to RCRA require an

approved state solid waste management plan to include provisions for the issuance of
permits to disposal facilities. 44 Fed. Reg. 45082 (1979) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R.
§ 256.21).
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the areas of financial responsibility demonstrations and per-
sonnel training requirements.

Section 7 of Senate Bill 333 obligates the DNREP to pro-
mulgate regulations requiring operators to (1) attend Depart-
ment-sponsored training sessions on operation of various
types of facilities, (2) demonstrate adequate performance on
an examination prescribed by DNREP designed to measure
skill and competency for proper operation of waste disposal
facilities, and (3) pay fees reasonably related to the cost of
training sessions and examinations." 9 Satisfactory perform-
ance on such examination affords the individual a certificate
of competence; no person is allowed to have primary responsi-
bility for the operation of any disposal site without such a
certificate. 5 o

Once again surpassing the requirements of RCRA and its
guidelines, section 8 of the bill requires a performance bond of
at least $10,000 per site to be filed with the DNREP prior to
the issuance of any permit for a disposal site.251 The operator
may recover the bond upon successful completion of filling
and revegetation requirements prescribed by DNREP regula-
tions on reclamation; however, any bond deposited may be
forfeited upon the operator's failure to fulfill such require-
ments. 52 Any forfeited bond monies are deposited in the
Solid Waste Disposal Site Restoration Fund, the proceeds of
which are available to reclaim the site for which the bond was
posted as well as for other improperly reclaimed disposal
sites.253

As an added incentive to proper operation, no future per-
mits will be issued to any operator whose inadequate reclama-
tion of a site necessitated bond forfeiture unless the bond

249 Ch. 284, § 7(1), 1980 Ky. Acts 920.
250 Id. § 7(2).
251 Id. § 8(1). While the amount of the bond may be increased or decreased dur-

ing the operational life of the site, depending upon the amount of acreage affected by
disposal operations, in no event may the bond be reduced below $10,000. Id. § 8(2).

I'l Id. § 8(3). Curiously, this provision does not require a hearing prior to forfei-
ture. Without such a hearing, the forfeiture of a bond appears constitutionally sus-
pect. See generally Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67 (1972); Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S.
254 (1970).

253 Ch. 284, § 8(4), 1980 Ky. Acts 920.
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amount and additional monies paid by the operator were suf-
ficient to reclaim such site without cost to the state.2

" Fur-
ther, in the event of a bond forfeiture, the DNREP may per-
form the necessary reclamation itself255 or may enter into
contracts of reclamation with other agencies or persons2 1

6

Moreover, a statutory right of access to the land in need of
reclamation is afforded to any person or agency operating pur-
suant to such contract.257

Interestingly, Senate Bill 333 exempts local governments
from all bonding requirements. 258 Although local government
coffers are preserved by this provision, the DNREP's experi-
ence to date reportedly indicates that landfills operated by lo-
cal governments pose perhaps greater cause for bonding than
those operated by the private sector.259

The DNREP is presently in a formative stage in prepar-
ing its state solid waste disposal program pursuant to Senate
Bill 333.260 Although cities and counties are required to sub-
mit regional solid waste plans to the DNREP,261 the General
Assembly anticipated that such local plans would attempt to
mirror the state plan if it is approved. Accordingly, to allow
time for EPA approval of the state plan and drafting of local
government plans modeled after the state plan, Senate Bill
308 extends the existing January, 1981 deadline for submis-
sion of local government plans to July 1, 1982.262 An addi-
tional six-month extension is authorized for cities and coun-
ties demonstrating a good faith effort to develop a plan.2 13

The net effect of Senate Bills 333 and 308 is to encourage
a cooperative effort among cities, counties and the state to
pursue EPA guidelines which, hopefully, will culminate in

Id. § 8(5).
2 5 Id. § 8(7).
28 Id.
2" Id. § 8(9).
'38 Id. § 8(10).
16 Conversation with Roger Blair, supra note 131.
100 Conversation with Karen Cummings, supra note 226.
2I See text accompanying notes 237-40 supra for a discussion of KRS Chapter

109 requirements for solid waste management in Kentucky.
202Ch. 279, § 1(2), 1980 Ky. Acts 847.
203 Id.
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eradicating health hazards posed by existing open dumps.
Such efforts should simultaneously create usable land re-
sources and accomplish beautification of the Commonwealth.
EPA approval of the forthcoming state plan will provide the
much needed federal money to effectuate the noble goals em-
bodied in these bills.

CONCLUSION

Seeking to devise a scheme which would allow the full im-
plementation of RCRA under Kentucky law, the 1980 General
Assembly delved into unknown territory regarding hazardous
waste, but cautiously followed the federal lead with regard to
solid waste. Kentucky's recent discovery of many hazardous
waste horrors which RCRA was designed to prevent, coupled
with sluggish regulatory efforts at the federal level, necessi-
tated state legislation which would close RCRA's loopholes
and provide specific remedies for the Commonwealth's waste
disposal problems.

Surpassing the contemplation of RCRA, the enacted leg-
islation provides incentives to reduce hazardous waste genera-
tion in Kentucky by imposing fees on that activity. Further-
more, regulation of generators of special wastes is mandated.
The transportation of hazardous wastes to off-site disposal fa-
cilities now is subjected to rigid scrutiny by Kentucky Depart-
ment of Transportation officials, whereas only minimal en-
forcement from federal officials was available in the past.
Additionally, exacting financial responsibility demonstrations
in excess of those of RCRA provides a more feasible mecha-
nism for ensuring fiscally sound management of HWM facili-
ties in the future than does the RCRA approval. Finally, sub-
jecting knowing violators of the hazardous waste program to
punishment as Class D felons is commensurate with the de-
gree of harm worked upon society by haphazard disposal prac-
tices and is indicative of the Commonwealth's perception of
such violators, notwithstanding the lesser punishment meted
out by RCRA.

Whether the far-reaching goals of this legislation are to
be realized remains to be seen. EPA approval of Kentucky's
legislative and regulatory efforts seems imminent, however,
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thus providing the Commonwealth the maximum degree of
control over its own hazardous waste problems.

Solid waste disposal problems, while prevalent within the
Commonwealth, nevertheless pose less onerous consequences
for human health and the environment than do their hazard-
ous waste counterparts. For that reason, along with RCRA's
predominantly non-regulatory posture vis-h-vis solid waste,
the legislation, rather than a matter of necessity, is viewed
properly as a measure designed to take advantage of a desira-
ble option, federal funding. Accordingly, the General Assem-
bly was content to draft skeletal legislation mirroring federal
requirements, while leaving the major regulatory effort to
DNREP regulations promulgated pursuant to federal guide-
lines. Seemingly this approach is the safest course of action to
ensure EPA approval of the state plan. However, until re-
pealed, the vestiges of KRS Chapter 109 may justifiably cre-
ate apprehension within the EPA concerning the soundness of
Kentucky's statutory base for such a plan. As one measure to
ensure approval of Kentucky's plan, pursuant to House Con-
current Resolution 81, the Interim Joint Committee on Agri-
culture and Natural Resources should recommend forthwith
the repeal of KRS Chapter 109 and make its position known
to the EPA.

While Kentucky's new solid and hazardous waste legisla-
tion represents a gallant effort at "closing the last remaining
loophole" in environmental regulation, it was drafted at a
time when scientific knowledge concerning waste disposal, not
to mention the state of the art, is at best sketchy and inexact.
Although this legislation anticipates further federal regulation
over the problem area, future sessions of the General Assem-
bly should continue to avoid being stymied by federal ap-
proaches where newer technologies and methods can be im-
plemented feasibly in Kentucky.
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